Our main objective is to propose a recently-developed representational formalism, the Evolving Transformation System (ETS), as a general structural tool for decision and risk analysis, as opposed to the conventional numeric tools. We believe ETS to be the first formalism developed specifically with the goal of (properly understood) structural representation in mind.
Introduction
The development of the Evolving Transformation System (ETS) [1] was motivated by various problems arising in pattern recognition, machine learning, and artificial intelligence in general, and is the culmination of a quarter-century work. The radical novelty of this approach relates to the proposed idea of structural representation. The basis of this idea is a far-reaching generalization of the most basic mathematical concept: the Peano process for constructing natural numbers. In this generalization, the single and structurally very simple successor operation in that process (see Fig. 8a ) is replaced by several structurally more complex operations, each one capturing the structure of a real event (see Section 3).
The central point to keep in mind is that within the ETS formalism, objects are viewed and represented as structured processes. This, for the first time, introduces into mathematics a representation that captures both temporal and structural features of real processes/objects. We want to emphasize the point that-despite considerable efforts expanded in many scientific areas over the second half of the last century-we are not aware of any formalism which would address the concept of structural representation at a comparable level of both generality (in the formal sense) and universal applicability.
Since the opportunity to present an application of ETS in this conference has arisen, we decided to test the flexibility of the formalism as applied to this area, completely new to us. We mention this in order to emphasize that whatever insights emerge from this work, they should be attributed not to our expertise but rather to the structure of the formalism itself and its potential utility to this area. In particular, we believe that ETS provides a very convenient language for dealing with various decision and planning processes, including the monitoring of their execution. Again, that we, as novices, were able to generate the example we present in a very short time may testify to the convenience of ETS as an applied tool for this field.
We chose to model an "insider's view" of a terrorist operation "Dirty Bomb", i.e., as it is viewed internally, from the perspective of the terrorists. The reasons for the choice are twofold: first, the operation itself can be treated as a generic business process (materials are purchased, labour is hired, management tracks progress, etc.), and second, this operation can also be approached from the surveillance point of view, when only some events can be observed while others should be inferred on the basis of a similar scenario constructed by the surveillance agency.
In the case of a generic business plan one can use the proposed structural representation as a tool to improve or even completely redesign the particular business model: various modules in a business process are now treated as elements of a class, which has its own formal description, with the implication that, for each of the above modules, many variations can now be automatically generated and plugged into the global structure to generate multiple versions of the entire process. These multiple versions can then, in particular, be riskassessed. Again, we draw attention to the fundamental but typically overlooked fact that each processes is a member of a class of similar processes, i.e., processes of similar structure.
In the case of surveillance, our structural representation allows one to automate a more reliable recovery of the unobserved elements of a scenario: based on the observed principle events as well as some observed "surrounding" events, one can now tap into the previously constructed representations of classes of macro-events and optimally choose one of them that can stand for the fully recovered process. Obviously, such a structural tool should also allow one to make the process of information collection much less intrusive.
In general, it is important to note that the use of temporal object representation (as a process) carries with it predictive, or anticipatory [2] , benefits: having observed only a part of a process and having the description of several classes of processes to one of which the object is expected to belong, one can now attempt to classify it and hence to anticipate what that object is. In connection with the concept of class, it is useful to keep in mind that that concept is pervasive at all levels of ETS formalism.
In summary, compared to numeric formalisms, the ETS-as the first classification-oriented formalism for structural representation-offers fundamentally different capabilities for dealing with classes of processes (and hence with processes themselves). Within the formalism, classes, in contrast to numeric formalisms, have generative descriptions, which implies that the unobserved class processes can now actually be constructed based on such descriptions.
Operation "Dirty Bomb"
In this section we present a high-level insider's view of a simplified scenario for a hypothetical terrorist operation "Dirty Bomb", or DB for short. As we mentioned in the introduction, the DB operation can also be viewed as an example of generic business process involving many other modular subprocesses (see Figs. 1-4) .
As far as the above four figures are concerned, we note first that each process in them is delineated as a closed shape, without showing the events comprising it: the events will be introduced in the next section and cannot be shown within such a confined space, besides their depiction would have enormously complicated the figures.
Second, the three modules shown in Fig. 1 should be viewed as elements of some classes of processes, as should each of the processes contained within these modules. Each module, and in general each process, may be substituted by another one belonging to the same class of processes, since each class is comprised of structurally similar processes. The differences between the modules and their various subprocesses relate simply to the organizational level at which these processes, or "class elements", are formed (see Section 4).
Third, as far as the depicted process overlaps are concerned, they contain common events that are necessary for the continuation of one or more of the processes involved. For example, in Fig. 2 , the bottom key macro-event is comprised of several events shared among three processes: the prepared (recruited) specialists get their hands on the bomb-making ingredients/materials delivered by some representatives from the Supervision Process and can now begin the assembly, or bomb production, process (see Fig. 7 ).
Fourth, as can bee seen from all four figures, especially Figs. 2 and 3, the supervisory process is in touch with practically all other processes, since it has to manage and coordinate all of them. For example, in Fig. 2 , five early processes-Bomb Procurement (alternative), both Material Acquisition processes, and both Specialist Recruitment processes 1 -are terminated in the Supervision Process, for a number of reasons: Alternative Bomb Procurement T r a n s p o r t .
P re p a ra ti o n was terminated by the Supervision Process after all Material Acquisition has succeeded; for the same reason, the Alternative Specialist Recruitment was terminated. The coordinating function of the Supervision Process is even more prominent in Fig. 3 , where this process participates in all heavy overlaps except the very last one (at which point all remaining process have been set in motion and must maintain their covert nature). Finally, the very last overlap of the Supervision Process with the Detonation Process in Fig. 4 is meant to indicate that the informational ramifications of the detonation are being monitored.
A brief introduction to ETS in the context of the chosen scenario
As mentioned in the introduction, all applied mathematical formalisms rely on numeric representations, while ETS is based on a far-reaching, structural, generalization of the modern concept of natural number, in which the basic (Peano) block for constructing a number, shown in Fig. 8 , is replaced by a more general structured event (see Figs. 5-8).
It is useful to keep in mind that the structure of this formalism has absolutely no analogues to compare it with, despite the fact that its main entities, "structs", may have a superficial resemblance to some other known discrete objects such as, for example, graphs. Also, in view of a limited space, in what follows we will restrict ourselves to very brief informal descriptions of some of the basic concepts, so it is useful to consult the formal definitions in [1] , Parts II, III, and Appendix.
The most important point to keep in mind, however, is that, in ETS, all objects are viewed and represented as (temporal) structural processes, where the basic structural units are primitive events, each responsible for transforming the flow of several "regular" processes (see Figs. 5 and 6). Also note that the concept of class pervades all levels of consideration.
Primitive Transformations
The first basic concept is that of a primitive transformation-or primitive event, or simply primitive-examples of which are depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. The concept is relatively non- MP stands for message passing-via any channel-from a person to another; $W stands for the withdrawal of a sum of money by a person from a bank account; $D stands for the deposit of a sum of money by a person into a bank account (to simplify labelling in this paper, we will not indicate a concrete sum of money that is being deposited or withdrawn); GT stands for the transfer of goods from one person to another; D stands for a meeting among an indicated number of people (number of initial processes) resulting in a decision. Bottom: examples of several primitives in action with the associated initial and terminal primal classes labelled.
trivial but it is "atomic" to the ETS formalism. It stands for an event of fixed structure that is responsible for transforming one set of adjacent and presently interacting-hence the event itself-processes, called initial processes, into another set of processes, called terminal processes. Classes of initial and terminal processes, depicted in Fig. 5 as shapes and in later figures as different line-styles, are collectively called primal classes.
In other words, the concept of primitive encapsulates that of a "standard" interaction of several initial processes, each belonging to a particular class of primal processes, or a primal class. We can assume that these processes are "periodic", or "regular", while the event is responsible for their partial or complete modification into another set of periodic processes (some of which could coincide with some of the initial processes). The abstract structure of the event is such that it does not depend on the concrete initial (or terminal) process, as long as each of the processes involved belongs to the same (fixed) primal class of processes, depicted in Fig. 5 as a small solid shape at the top (or at the bottom) of the primitive.
In this paper we rely on the generalized concept of a primitive proposed in the Appendix of [1] . Our set of primal classes is comprised of the class of people, the class of "goods", the class of "bank accounts" and the class of various "sums of money". As one can see, at this, basic (or 0 th ), stage of representation-the only one considered in this paper-the structure of the initial and terminal processes is suppressed, as is the internal structure of the transforming event itself, and what is being captured by the formal structure of the primitives is the "external" structure of the event.
To ease reading of the following figures, one may want to keep in mind that, for primitives MP and GT, the direction of message passing and goods transfer between the people in those primitives is from the left person to the right one (as they are shown at the top of each primitive).
As to the general applicability of ETS, we note that according to ETS assumptions, nature is just a "collection" of various interacting temporal processes; and indeed, the examples of above events are all around us.
Structs
The second basic ETS concept is that of a struct, which is formed by a (temporal) sequence of connected primitive events observed by an agent, as shown in Fig. 7 . This representation lends itself to a relatively simple implementation via a data structure that can be called "struct", which, as one can easily observe from the structure of our primitives, would maintain a relatively small width, thus ensuring low computationally complexity of the relevant (matching) algorithms. Now, it is not difficult to see how the (temporal) classical Peano process of construction of natural numbers (see Fig. 8 ) was generalized to the construction of structs: the single "structureless" unit π 1 -out of which every natural number is built-was replaced by multiple structured ones. An immediate and critical consequence of the distinguishability (or multiplicity) of the units in the construction process is that we can now see which unit was attached and when. Hence, the resulting (object) representation for the first time embodies temporal structural information in the form of a formative, or generative, object history, recorded as a sequence of (structured) events. This was one of the basic driving motivations for the development of ETS, while the other main motivation was the development of a unified class-oriented representational formalism. The two motivations should ensure that the needs of a large variety of information-processing areas as well as natural sciences are met.
Struct Assembly
One of the basic operations on structs is struct assembly (Figs. 9a and 9b ), which relies on the events shared by the structs involved. This operation allows one to combine in one struct several individually observed, but typically overlapping, structs. In the depicted example, a single buyer participates in both structs even though each struct focuses on one particular transaction involving that buyer, so that the structs overlap on the basic activities of the buyer.
In general, the overlap of several structs, representing several related "perceptual" processes, captures a "non-interfering" interaction of these processes.
The main difference between the proposed and the conventional forms of representation has to do with the temporal nature of ETS representation, which allows one to "compare" objects based on their "formative history". The latter considerable additional information is simply not available in any conventional form of representation.
ETS Classes and their Representations 4.1 Level 0 Classes and Their Dependence on the Environment
The third basic concept is that of a class, which is defined by its class representation. All classes are assumed to be specified in this manner, except in the case of primal classes (Section 3.1) where such information is simply undisclosed. Moreover, even within the basic representational stage-the only one discussed here-each class is also viewed as possibly multi-leveled.
A single-level class representation is specified by means of a single-level, or level 0, class generating system, which details the stepwise mode of construction of the class Each step in such a system is specified by a set of (level 0) active constraints, see Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 .
Each active constraint ACon ( Π, UT , Π anc , Π opn ) 3 specifies a family of "admissible" structs sharing the same structural "components" (see Fig. 10 , left part): common pivot primitives, Π , constrained structs connecting the pivot primitives, UT , and anchor and open markings for some of the pivot primitives, Π anc and Π opn . The pivot primitives are the primary primitives, i.e., those which must be present in all admissible structs. The tuple UT specifies, essentially, sets of (non-pivot, e.g., those that might be contributed by the environment, noise, etc.) primitives that can participate in the formation of various substructs, each "connecting" two pivot primitives within an admissible struct. The anchor primitives are those special primitives that a struct from the above family must share with another struct before it can be assembled with the latter. The open primitives are marked as such to indicate which pivot primitives in a struct (from the above family) are available for future "interfacing", i.e., where anchor primitives of other structs are allowed to overlap the struct. Thus, the active constraint in Fig. 10 -as any of our active constraints-is satisfied by structs that may include various (presently unspecified) primitives appearing between the pivot primitives. In this paper, we do not specify various sets of primitives that are allowed to appear "between" the pivot primitives, i.e., those specified in UT , because we did not Fig. 2 ). Each step is specified by its own set of active constraints: each set is either a singleton or contains two elements, one of which is the null constraint. Note that the constraints for some steps are identical.
want to introduce a large number of extra concrete primitives-dealing with the events non-essential to the main processes we are modeling-into the paper and figures.
During a particular step in the construction process, the struct that is being attached to the part of the class element that has been assembled so far must satisfy one of the active constraints specified for that step. Of course, one has to check whether a particular active constraint is currently "applicable", i.e., whether there exists a struct that satisfies the active constraint and that shares its anchor primitives with the struct that has been assembled so far.
If, within a step, several active constraints are applicable, one can then non-deterministically or probabilistically choose which one to apply. The presence of a null constraint (Θ) in a set of constraints allows for the possibility of no constructive action at this step, even though some other constraint for this step might be applicable. Fig. 9a . The construction process always proceeds in two-step units, where a step by the class generating system, labelled S, must be preceded by an environment (often the null) step, labelled E. For each two-step unit, the anchor primitives are shown in bold while the primitives added by the environment are shaded in dark gray, until/if they are absorbed in some step by the generating system, in which case they lose their shading. 3 ). Note that the form of the active constraint for step 2 may vary depending on the organization's communication protocol. Also note that the anchor primitives in the last (terminating) constraint are the concluding messages originating from the very top decision makers.
To be more accurate, in the definition, it is assumed that each such step can be preceded by a step executed by the environment, i.e. by some other class generating system "intervening" or "participating" in the construction process (see Fig. 12 , in which the description of the environment is not shown).
One should note that, for example, the two classes associated with an acquisition, Material Acquisition (shown in Fig. 2) and Document Procurement (shown in Fig. 3 ), most likely have a different structure-despite possibly some shared constraints-mainly due to the nature of the two acquisition processes. Also, comparing the Material Acquisition and D   M1   TM1   TM2   TM3   TM1   M1   M1   M1   TM1   TM1   TM2   TM2   TM3   TM3   MP   BM1  M1   BM1   MP   M1   M1   TM1   MP   TM1   TM1   TM2   MP   TM2   TM3   TM2   TM3   MP   MP   MP   MP   D   TM3   TM1   M1   TM2   M1   TM1   TM2   TM3   MP   M1   TM2   TM1   TM2   TM3  TM2 Step 1
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Figure 14: Two elements belonging to the class Final Decision whose specification is given in Fig. 13 . Again, the steps in which the null constraint was applied are not shown.
Bomb Procurement classes (see Fig. 2 ), one should note that Bomb Procurement processes are typically more complex processes involving extensive search and negotiations, while Material Acquisition processes, as we treat them, are considerably shorter processes associated more immediately with the purchases of the bomb materials themselves. With regard to Fig. 14 depicting two elements from the class Final Decision (see also Fig.  3) , it is easy to see that these elements capture a hypothetical structure of the discussions among the top managers about the deployment of the dirty bomb. Typically, when engaging in surveillance, one cannot expect to have such detailed information, since this information is a function of the group members' complex interpersonal dynamics, unless a "mole" is present at the meeting. In the latter case, the obtained structural information can help one to improve the representation of future high-level decision meetings.
Level 1 Structs
Suppose that an agent has already learned several level 0 classes, which together form the current level 0 class setting. Then, when representing objects, the agent has an access to a more refined/powerful form of object representation than a plain level 0 struct: it can now see if the observed struct is in fact composed of several level 0 class elements (each belongs to one of the classes in level 0 class setting). For example, if a computer program recorded events depicted in Fig. 2 -without the benefits of the partitioning into the subprocesses depicted in that figure-the corresponding struct would be considered as a level 0 struct. However, once these subprocesses are identified as level 0 class elements, and the information reflected in the level 0 struct, the resulting struct, partitioned accordingly, is called a level 1 struct (Fig. 15 ). Thus, a next level (level 1) struct, provides extra representational information-as compared to the underlying level 0 struct-in the form of the appropriate partition of the previous level (level 0) struct. 
Higher Level Classes and Their Dependence on the Environment
In a 2-level (also referred to as "level 1") version of the class representation, each step is associated with a set of level 1 active constraints (not introduced here). However, during the construction process, the level 1 struct that is being attached (at this step) to the previously constructed part must now be composed only out of level 0 admissible class elements 4 in a manner satisfying one of the active constraints for this step. For a level 2 class element-this element is an output of a level 2 (or three-levels) class generating system-at each step of its construction, the relevant part is assembled out of several level 1 class elements in accordance with one of the active constraints specified for this step. The entire Operation "Dirty Bomb" should be considered as a level 2 class element, constructed out of three level 1 class elements (c 
Conclusion
First, we should draw attention to the following point: our Dirty Bomb example could have been easily replaced by some typical business scenario, so that the methodology is obviously applicable to any human interaction process, by simple modification of the corresponding primitives and class representations.
The title of our paper-ETS as a Tool for Decision Modeling and Analysis: Planning, Anticipation, and Monitoring-should be interpreted in that general manner. Thus, as was mentioned in introduction, structural modules, once acquired, could be effectively used as "plug-in" modules in various tasks related to decision modeling and analysis: one can use ETS as a systematic tool for creating and analyzing various relevant scenarios whose details are otherwise not easy to handle. Moreover, the process of selection on the basis of risk assessment can now be carried out in a more systematic manner by assessing the risks of interference for each scenario on the basis of both the structures of interfering classes as well as the structure of classes participating in the scenario.
As far as monitoring is concerned, the ability to predict, or anticipate, future actions-on the basis of the multilevel class structure-allows more effective management, by revealing situations where the influence of management processes are more critical as compared to other situations (see Section 2 and Fig. 7 ). In the case of surveillance, the same considerations apply, and moreover, the capability to anticipate larger process modules allows one to focus the surveillance resources on the currently most critical parts of processes. More specifically, since events always occur within some structural context, ETS provides a systematic tool for inferring the occurrence of such key events, even when they cannot be observed directly (e.g., due to the covert nature of the activities under surveillance). In the face of enormous amounts of data that needs to be monitored, the latter capability becomes paramount.
To summarize, our basic message is that temporal structural representations, when realized properly (although they require some initial investment)-in sharp contrast to the currently pervasive numeric formalisms-should allow one to adequately capture the ubiquitous reality of various evolving interacting processes and to capitalize on the resulting representation.
